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by David Glesne

Dangers the Church Faces in North America
Three External Threats 

to the Church Today

. . . an LCMC perspective

First of all, I am grateful to have the chance to share my 
opinion regarding “external” threats to the church today…
but I do so only as one person. My position title is “Service 
Coordinator.” That means I do not speak for every congrega-
tion, for every member or for every pastor. A significant part 
of my work is to be out with those who are on the front lines 
of ministry. In the last four years, through congregational 
consultations and congregational workshops, I have encoun-
tered over 3500 pastors, leaders and members. It is from this 
perspective that I share what I believe are the three greatest 
threats to the church. Sadly, the three greatest external threats 
to the church are also within the church as well.

1.  The Rapid pace of change 
Everything changes, all the time—but the pace of change has 
escalated at a rate never seen before. The reasons for this 
are obvious: the advent of smart phones, tablets, e-readers, 
laptops, texting, Facebook, Messenger, wifi, the internet, 
websites, e-commerce and other networking options have 
overwhelmed us with information and connections that make 
it impossible for almost anything to stay the same. The good 
news is that we can stay connected with people around the 
world so much easier and in “real-time,” but information 
overload can dull our senses or lead us to withdraw.

The problem for church people is that we don’t like change.   
I once heard someone say that if 1954 ever rolls around 
again, we will be completely prepared. I have actually 
heard people say that when they come to worship they want 
it to be familiar, consistent, traditional and comfortable. I 
understand why some people might not want the worship 
service to change . Yet while they are waiting for the service 
to begin, they are checking their phones, reading Facebook 
and looking at pictures they have received—and these are the 
70 year olds!  

All of us have been touched by the advances in technology, 
and yet congregations are still fighting over whether or not 
to use PowerPoint and video screens in worship. Some are 
resistant to more contemporary-sounding music, and yet 
it is nearly impossible to find “organ music” on any radio 
station.  The pastor must wear robes and stoles, and yet 
nowhere else in our culture do people dress like that. In 
many of our congregations, the Sunday morning experience 
is unlike anything else that people might experience during 
the rest of the week. It seems irrelevant—and maybe even 
out of place—to many who might otherwise be interested in 
knowing about the Savior, Jesus Christ.

One of the most difficult changes to face is that in almost every 
congregation the ministry is speaking to at least five different 
generations, each with their own unique way of seeing the 
world. Sadly, the generations are not evenly represented. 
Lutherans in America are getting older—our average age 
is advancing, both of our pastors and the members of our 
congregations, and numbers are dwindling. Many Lutheran 
churches were planted long ago in agricultural areas, and 
we know what has happened. The emigration to the cities 
is dramatically affecting many of our smaller communities 
across the country and the congregations who serve them. 
This trend is changing everything.
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. . . continued on next page

Our congregations, like most organizations, tend to express 
this innately “human” process:  homeostasis.  In other words, 
even organizations tend to work inherently to keep things the 
same. Change is naturally resisted. Resting on our past is not 
going to help us with the present. Just because something 
worked long ago does not mean it’s going to work now.  
Many in our communities have already decided that they are 
never coming into our church buildings, that whatever their 
impression of “church,” it is not for them. 

So, one of the most dramatic changes we are facing drives 
us back to the 1st century: each one of us who follows Jesus 
must accept the fact that we are ambassadors for Christ. We 
are still surrounded by people who want to know about the 
Way, the Truth and the Life, and they are waiting for us to 
have an answer for the hope that is ours in Christ Jesus. The 
days of having the pastor be the witness in our communities 
are over. Each one of us is called to find our place in fulfilling 
the Great Commission. Either we give in to homeostasis and 
die, or we allow the Holy Spirit to breathe new life into each 
follower of Jesus.

Now is the time to pray for discernment. We need to think 
about what is negotiable and what is not. What can we change 
in our life as congregations and what must remain solid 
ground? Scripture proclaims that Jesus is the same yesterday, 
today and forever. But if there is something we can surrender 
in order to more clearly speak to this generation, isn’t the 
Gospel enough reason to do so? According to Hebrews, we 
“keep our eyes fixed on Jesus, the author and perfecter of our 
faith” (Hebrews 12:2); everything else is up for discussion.

2.  naRcissism—iT’s all abouT me
Our culture is centered on the individual, and whatever “I” 
want, I should have. If it is illegal, let’s change the law; if it 
is not good for me, let’s decide that it is; and if it is wrong, 
let’s simply say that it’s right. The ultimate authority in life is 
now my personal happiness and nothing else matters. Most 
advertising is focused on making the case that whatever is 
being sold is something we deserve, and having it will make 
our lives better. We have been sold on the idea that I deserve 
it, and I deserve it now—so credit card debt for the average 
American family now exceeds $15,000 for those households 
who do not pay off their credit cards monthly.* 

On the other hand, we live in what many would call the 
wealthiest nation on earth. People who have everything 
apparently don’t need God. As long as everything is going 
well, people tend not to appreciate how fragile life really is.  
The relative prosperity in which we live pushes the bigger 
questions of faith and meaning to the end of the list.

Sadly, this narcissism also affects those within the church.  
American Christianity has created a consumer mindset 
among many churchgoers. People are looking for a great 
product, inspiring worship, excellent musicians, charismatic 
preachers, world class programs, the latest technology and 
inviting structures. It is often heard that people are not “being 
fed,” and so they go church shopping until they find the high 
quality experience they require. Television ministries, pod-
casts, and YouTube videos can replace any need to find a 
local congregation to have a kind of a “spirituality,” but never 
does a person actually have to interact with real, live people.

Another part of this narcissism is that church people are under 
the impression their opinion actually counts for something.  
The membership mindset now comes with expectations.  
How many times has a pastor heard the phrase, “I’ve been 
a member here for 20-some years and I think…”, and then 
we can fill in the rest of that sentence with any number of 
demands. 

Our culture is being crushed by the demands of individuals 
for the right to happiness and acceptance—entitled to 
everything, responsible for nothing.

3.  syncReTism—iT’s all The same god
One of the most dramatic challenges for the church today is 
the idea that all religions point to exactly the same god and 
all of them are good. The exclusive claim of Jesus, that He is 
the Way, the Truth and the Life, is being swallowed up by the 
plurality of religious beliefs and experiences. Politicians, not 
wanting to offend any of their constituencies, proclaim with 
bold confidence that every path leads to God. Some “divinity 
schools” now graduate students with degrees that apply to 
any number of religions, all from the same school, with the 
same coursework. The web-based diploma mills turn anyone 
into a “religious authority” for a few dollars—and people 
listen, thinking that this is “all good.”

Syncretism is about more than simply acknowledging a 
number of different religious experiences, different religions, 
or different worldviews. Syncretism is also a means by 
which to assimilate other gods into other religions so that 
it all becomes one thing. Religion is now a smorgasbord of 
all kinds, so people pick and choose to create something that 
meets their needs and interests. From movie stars to athletes, 
politicians to professors, the message is the same—any kind 
of spirituality is acceptable. Truth is whatever is true for the 
individual. 

In this world it’s more about being “spiritual” than being 
faithful. Even the media proclaims this in television shows 
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that highlight the ability of mediums to contact the dead, 
to communicate with spirits and to interact with ghosts, not 
to mention the walking dead, vampires, warlocks, witches 
and more. The influence of Eastern religions in the form of 
meditation techniques and exercise has gone mainstream. It 
seems that syncretism has won the battle.

These three realities now affect the church in ways perhaps 
not seen since the 1st century. But all of it can be a platform 
for clear teaching, Biblical exposition and the delivery of 
Truth in the One who has come to save. 

These are not just external threats, but also internal. We 
are all touched by the messages and impact of our culture.  
However, Jesus is the same yesterday, today and forever. As 
we keep our eyes fixed on Him, the author and perfecter of 
our faith, our feet remain planted on the solid rock of our 
salvation.

* www.ValuePenguin.com  
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